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TV IS TOO CLUTTERED DURING RAMADAN
MYTH

For e�ective advertising during Ramadan, we have debugged 
the top ‘TV myths’ to help change your perspective when it comes 
to TV planning.
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While TV clutter is certainly higher during Ramadan, the increase in ads on the MBC 
Network is actually o�set by an increase in the time spent and ratings (ad 
frequency/ratings ratio of -0.16). 

When dissecting it through the lens of the MBC (the biggest TV network in the MENA 
region) we can clearly see that the appetite for MBC content, a group that traditionally 
gathers family and friends together, remains hugely popular during the holy month. This 
also applies to the top 3 key channels during Ramadan, MBC1, MBC4, and MBC Drama, 
where the increase in time spent per day and ratings is higher than the total TV increase 
(Time Spent Index: X6 - Ratings Index: X14). 

So how can you cut through the clutter during Ramadan? It is important you are 
strategic with both the network you choose and time you broadcast your advertisement. 
This will ensure your campaign reaches the right target audience and delivers your 
message in the most e�ective and impactful way.

Clutter: The increase in ads is o�set by 
an increase in time spent and ratings

MBC Group Performance: an appetite 
for MBC content during Ramadan [Reach]

(Clutter Ratio: -0.16)



TV IS NOT EFFECTIVE DURING RAMADAN
MYTH
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Now we understand that TV clutter is actually o�set by an increase in time spent and 
reach, how does this translate into brand e�ectiveness? To showcase the significant 
value that the MBC Network has on a brand’s performance during Ramadan, we looked 
at our TV Brand Lift Studies database (21 cases where half were during Ramadan), and 
compared the performance of a Ramadan vs. a non-Ramadan period. 
What did we find? A great impact on brands throughout the funnel stages

E�ectiveness: An o�set [Rating vs. Frequency] that is 
translated into an impact across the brand funnel
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When looking at the data more in-depth, we also noticed unique impact traits across 
di�erent industries, falling under 5 key themes:

1. Jump starting new/small brands

Brands cravings wide-spread awareness in the market received a huge boost from 
a single campaign, with TV proving to deliver on this time again.

2.Improving cross-generational needs

TV delivered brand impact not only among Gen-Y viewers but also important 
segments beyond this. In other words, TV reaches where digital struggles.

3.Tapping into new audiences at scale

For brands aiming to expand their footprint beyond their niche or usual target 
audience, TV has displayed tremendous capacity to reach previously untapped 
audience segments at scale.

4.Boosting eCom brands

 The region’s eCom sector is growing rapidly, and brands are looking for 
widespread noticeability/salience within the population. TV proved to provide 
large-scale uplifts to both brand awareness, website tra�c and usage intent.

5.Strengthening association with festive brands during festive seasons

The right brand, at the right season, on the right medium (e.g. Ramadan TV) is a 
formula for success. Many brands that thrive on sales during the festive season are 
able to use TV as a platform to evoke relevant brand associations.

Source: CG TV Brand Lift Studies Data Base [10 cases Non-Ramadan | 11 cases Ramadan]



Another association marketers have is that TV is expensive, specifically during Ramadan. 
To better understand TV’s e�ciency, we need to think beyond the traditional TV metrics. 
We need to think from a ‘digital metrics’ perspective. To showcase how TV is significantly 
competitive during Ramadan, we looked at CPM ‘Cost Per Mille’ and CPV ‘Cost Per 
Viewable Impression’.
 
A CPM that is significantly competitive during Ramadan.
As an exercise, Choueiri Group looked at five key titles across MBC1, MBC 4, and MBC 
Drama where the ratings ranged from 34.5 for Al-Asouf to 5.2 for Agenda. Looking at 
sponsorship as an activation, the CPM ranged from $1.08 for Al-Asouf to $2.03 for 
Agenda. Having a spot buy campaign across the 5 key titles, the CPM stood at $3.76 and 
that’s without taking spillover into consideration.

CPM [cost per mille]: Excluding Spillover
Sponsorship buy

Al-Asouf Hyperloop Athra Agenda

$1.08 $1.42 $1.03 $2.03

Spot buy

across
$3.76 

sponsorship benefits (30’spot [2/episode] – 06’open credit [1/episode] – 03’ break-ins 
[3/episode + repeats and promos)

(cross-channel campaigns across high, mid and low budgets)

Even when we are looking at things from a niche audience perspective, this exercise 
proves just how competitive the MBC Group remains. At a wastage that is considered at 
85% for a key title such as Al-Asouf, the CPM stands at $8.4 and goes to $2.55 for a 
wastage of 50% (sponsorhip activation).

CPM Vs. Wastage: A competitive network 
for a niche audience

CPM BY WASTAGE[$]
Sponsorship | Al-Asouf

8.4

W 85% W 80% W 70% W 50% W 0%

6.29
4.25

2.55
1.275
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TV IS NOT EFFICIENT DURING RAMADAN
MYTH
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A CPV that is significantly competitive compared to global 
digital video players

Taking two titles, Al-Asouf with its high ratings of 34.5 and Agenda at 5.2, the CPV was 
at 100% viewability standing at $0.0013 for Al-Asouf and $0.0024 for Agenda. Even 
when you narrow down the viewability to 20%, the CPV of Al-Souf still stood at $0.0064 
and Agenda at $0.0119.

CPV: a network that competes with global digital video players
COST PER VIEW [SPONSORSHIP]

$0.0013 $0.0025

$0.0042
$0.0064

$0.0119

$0.0080

$0.0048

$0.0024

V 100% V 50% V 30% V 20%

Al AsoufAgenda

COST PER VIEW [SPOT BUY]

$0.0039
$0.0077

$0.0129

$0.0194

V 100% V 50% V 30% V 20%

Across 5 series: Al-Asouf | Agenda | Hyperloop | Athra | Al-Likaa men sefer

30’ 2 repeats

In conclusion, MBC can help brands create impactful TV advertising during 
Ramadan. By cutting through the clutter with increased time spent and ratings and 
improving brand performance through their valuable network. MBC can help 
brands stand out from the crowd at a cost that is both e�cient and competitive.




